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Orthoimage, which is geometrically equivalent to a map, is one of the important geospatial products. Displacement and occlusion
in optical images are caused by perspective projection, camera tilt, and object relief. A digital surface model (DSM) is essential data
for generating true orthoimages to correct displacement and to recover occlusion areas. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data
collected from an airborne laser scanner (ALS) system is a major source of DSM. The traditional methods require sophisticated
procedures to produce a true orthoimage. Most methods utilize 3D coordinates of the DSM and multiview images with
overlapping areas for orthorectifying displacement and detecting and recovering occlusion areas. LiDAR point cloud data
provides not only 3D coordinates but also intensity information reflected from object surfaces in the georeferenced
orthoprojected space. This paper proposes true orthoimage generation based on a generative adversarial network (GAN) deep
learning (DL) with the Pix2Pix model using intensity and DSM of the LiDAR data. The major advantage of using LiDAR data is
that the data is occlusion-free true orthoimage in terms of projection geometry except in the case of low image quality. Intensive
experiments were performed using the benchmark datasets provided by the International Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing (ISPRS). The results demonstrate that the proposed approach could have the capability of efficiently generating
true orthoimages directly from LiDAR data. However, it is crucial to find appropriate preprocessing to improve the quality of
the intensity of the LiDAR data to produce a higher quality of the true orthoimages.

1. Introduction

True orthoimages are vertical views of the Earth’s surface,
eliminating distortion of the objects and allowing a view of
nearly any point on the ground with a uniform scale. There-
fore, the true orthoimages are geometrically equivalent to
topographic maps that show true geographic locations of
the terrain features. The geometric distortions are caused by
the relief displacement of the terrain features (i.e., height var-
iation of the terrain and object surfaces) and perspective pro-
jection of the optical cameras that ultimately result in the
occlusion areas. In particular, because of the occlusion caused
by tall buildings, the surrounding objects are not photo-
graphed. Therefore, recovery or compensation of the occlu-
sion areas is crucial in true orthoimage generation [1]. It is
a challenging task to automate the entire procedure for
generating true orthoimages. Most approaches have focused

on detection and recovery of the occlusion areas. During
the last decades, numerous studies for generating true ortho-
image have been carried out ever since pixel-based differen-
tial rectification has been introduced [2]. Traditional
photogrammetric methods require aerial triangulation to
obtain exterior orientation parameters (i.e., exposure loca-
tion and rotation angles) of each aerial image and precise
3D object model data such as the digital building model
(DBM) with digital terrain model (DTM) to remove geomet-
ric distortion and to detect occlusion areas.

The most crucial tasks are identifying and recovering the
occluded areas. In particular, in urban areas with dense
high-rise buildings, it is quite difficult to recover occluded
areas [3, 4]. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, distortions and
occlusions occur in various situations, for example, occlu-
sions on the ground surfaces, surrounding buildings, and
even rooftops by superstructures. In addition, sloped or
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Figure 1: Complex nature of occlusion areas on optical aerial images. Different colors represent occlusions of corresponding images. White
regions on rooftops depict nonocclusion areas on both images.
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Figure 2: Distortion and occlusion in optical images due to relief displacement with central projection.
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curved surfaces (e.g., gable, pyramid, hip, and dome roof)
with varying heights cause various distortions in the images.
Considering the correction of all possible details, generating
“true” orthoimages automatically involves incredibly difficult
processes. In order to identify and recover occluded areas
completely, a high level-of-detail (LoD) building model as
well as multiview images with accurate EOPs and high over-
lapping rates is required. Such traditional photogrammetric
methods are complicated and costly.

LiDAR data is essentially composed of 3D coordinates
and intensity information with a georeferenced orthogonal
coordinate system. On the other hand, images are taken with
perspective (or central) projection and need an additional
process for georeferencing as shown in Figure 3. Therefore,
the LiDAR data has a significant advantage in generating true
orthoimage because it is not necessary to correct relief dis-
placement and recover occlusions.

Most of the true orthoimage generation methods focus
on how to find the areas occluded by the objects and to fill
them using overlapped multiview images [5]. Regarding this
matter, some of the remarkable approaches are as follows.
One of the popular and effective methods is the Z-buffer
algorithm for visibility analysis to identify the occlusion
areas. The principle of occlusion detection in this method is
quite straightforward. The Z-buffer technique identifies
occlusions by keeping track of the number of DSM cells pro-
jected to a given image pixel. In this algorithm, the distance
of each pixel between the projection center and the object
surface is stored in a matrix, and the planimetric location of
the pixel is recorded in another matrix. These two matrices
are defined in an image that represents a visibility map [6,
7]. The Z-buffer method can be applied to the satellite images

obtained from the line scan sensor by searching scan lines
corresponding to the equivalent perspective centers [8].
Drawbacks of this technique are sensitivity to the image res-
olution and DSM cell size. Therefore, false occlusion or false
visibility is generated when the image and DSM resolutions
are not compatible [3, 9].

Kuzmin et al. [10] proposed a polygon-based method for
detecting occlusion areas to generate true orthoimages. In
this approach, the differential rectification is applied; then,
occlusion areas are detected through the use of polygon sur-
faces from digital building models (DBMs). Habib et al. [9]
and Gharibi and Habib [11] proposed an angle-based occlu-
sion detection method. This method is aimed at improving
the accuracy of the occlusion detection using angle and build-
ing height using LiDAR data and high-resolution aerial
images. They introduced an adaptive radial sweep and spiral
sweep approach in which the presence of occlusions can be
discerned by sequential checking the off-nadir angles to the
direction of light connecting the perspective center to the
DSM cells along a radial direction. Yoo and Lee [12] devel-
oped a method of patch-based true orthoimage generation
while most existing methods have applied a pixel-based
approach. The concept of this method is similar to the
polygon-based approach in detecting occlusion areas [10].
This method allows mutual recovery of all possible occlusion
areas, even including occlusions caused by the superstruc-
tures on the rooftops, using multiple images and high level-
of-detail digital building model data (i.e., DBM). All images
involved in detecting and recovering occlusions can eventu-
ally become true orthoimages through compensating each
other’s occlusions. As a result, multiple true orthoimages
are generated for the same scene. Besides the papers
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Figure 3: Comparison of orthogonal and central projection.
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mentioned above, there are numerous numbers of literatures
concerning true orthoimage generation approaches [13–19].
Generating true orthoimages is not trivial and requires com-
plicated procedures. In consequence, a standard method is
currently not available.

This paper is aimed at investigating the feasibility of uti-
lizing DL to generate true orthoimage rather than traditional
methods. Only a few studies related to the neural network or
DL-based orthoimage generation are available so far. Bagheri
and Sadeghian [20] briefly discussed the ability of the genetic

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4: Example of Vaihingen datasets: (a) IR true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR intensity; (c) LiDAR DSM; (d) image matching DSM; (e) label
data.
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algorithm and artificial neural network (ANN) for geospatial
products such as geometric modeling of satellite images for
orthoimage generation and interpolation of DTM. This
paper is based on the previous preliminary study on DL-
based true orthoimage generation [21]. In this paper, we have
carried out intensive and systematic experiments to train DL
under various conditions to improve the quality of the true
orthoimages. We propose a method based on the Pix2Pix
for image-to-image translation that is one of the generative
adversarial network (GAN) models. GAN consists of two
networks, the generator, which tries to produce results simi-
lar to real images (i.e., true orthoimages), and the discrimina-
tor, which judges fake and real images until the results are
satisfied. Such a mutually adversarial mechanism improves
the quality of the results [22]. The training, validation, and
test datasets include infrared (IR) orthoimages, intensity
and DSM derived from LiDAR data, and label data provided
by the International Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing (ISPRS). Finally, generated IR true orthoi-
mages were converted to the pseudonatural color images
using a neural network model with prior initial weights
instead of random values. The initial weights were adjusted
during the training of the model. Generating true orthoi-
mages with DL that could circumvent the complex steps
involved in the traditional method would be an attractive

approach even though more improvements in various
aspects would be necessary.

2. Datasets and Proposed Method

2.1. Description of Datasets. The Vaihingen and Potsdam
datasets provided by ISPRS were used in the experiments
[23]. ISPRS datasets are suitable for geoinformatics-related
study including this paper since the datasets consist of color
infrared (CIR) true orthoimages, airborne LiDAR data,
DSM created by image matching, and label data that can be
used for training, validation, and test of the DL models (see
Figure 4) [24]. The Potsdam datasets consist of IR and natu-
ral color (i.e., RGB) true orthoimages, DSM created by image
matching, and label data that were not involved in training
the DL models but used as the “unseen” data to evaluate
the trained DL models. It is noticed that the LiDAR data is
not available in the Potsdam datasets (see Figure 5). The label
contains object categories for semantic segmentation such as
building, road, impervious surface, tree, low vegetation, and
water body. The datasets are summarized in Table 1.

The LiDAR data includes 3D coordinates and intensity
values of the point clouds. 3D coordinates of the LiDAR data
can be used to create DSM. Two types of the DSM (i.e., image
matching DSM and LiDAR DSM) were used in the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Example of Potsdam datasets: (a) natural color (RGB) true orthoimage; (b) IR true orthoimage; (c) image matching DSM; (d) label
data.
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experiments. The intensity values of the LiDAR data refer to
the measure of the return strength of the laser pulses that are
reflected from surfaces of the objects. The return intensity is
based on the reflectivity of the surface and could be used as
supplementary information for feature extraction and classi-
fication. DSM and intensity provide 3D geometric and topo-
graphic and physical properties, respectively. In these
respects, we utilized both intensity (I) and height (Z) of the
LiDAR data to train the DL models because intrinsic features
of the data play an important role (see Figure 6).

The intensity values can be visualized as black-and-white
(B/W) imagery, which is referred to as an intensity map (see
Figure 4(b)). However, the quality of the intensity map is
poor in terms of spatial and radiometric resolution compared
to the optical imagery. If the quality of the intensity maps is
high and color-coded, the intensity map itself would be the
true orthoimage. These facts gave us the insight to generate
the true orthoimages using the LiDAR data using an image-
to-image translation DL model.

2.2. LiDAR Dataset Resampling. Since each data has a differ-
ent ground sample distance (GSD), further processing to
make the same GSD of the data is required to train the con-
volutional neural network- (CNN-) based DL models. Irreg-
ularly distributed LiDAR point clouds were resampled to
produce regularly gridded DSM. We used inverse distance
weighted (IDW) interpolation for the resampling. Figure 7

shows the original LiDAR data of irregularly distributed
point clouds, along with resampled data to the regular grid
by the interpolation.

Since the point density of the Vaihingen LiDAR data is
4 pts/m2, which is equivalent to 0.50m GSD, the interpola-
tion applied was inconsistent with the resolution of the other
datasets (i.e., orthoimages, image matching DSM, and label
data) that is 0.09m. Overlapping is essential in collecting
LiDAR data to avoid gaps between strips. It is evident that
there are areas of overlap between the adjacent LiDAR strips
as shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(c). The apparent visible stripe
patterns in the original LiDAR data were removed after
resampling.

2.3. Training Dataset Partitioning. Each data was partitioned
into tiles by overlapping along both X and Y directions. We
created different tile sizes (256 × 256, 512 × 512, and 1024
× 1024 pixels) having different overlapping rates (50%,
60%, 70%, and 80%) for the various experiments (see
Figure 8). Partitioning with overlapping provides substantial
benefits as shown in Figure 9: (1) increasing the number of
datasets (i.e., data augmentation) because the DL requires a
numerous number of data and (2) improving performance
of the DL models by training the same object (or region)
under the various situations [25].

In many cases, the label data is used as the ground truth
of the categorized land cover features for classification or
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Figure 6: Intensity and DSM from LiDAR data.

Table 1: Description of datasets.

Dataset Image LiDAR DSM Label GSD (m) Usage

Vaihingen IR true orthoimage
Intensity and 3D

coordinates
Image

matching
Land cover
classes

0.09
Training, validation, and

test data

Potsdam
Natural color orthoimage and IR

true orthoimage
N/A

Image
matching

Land cover
classes

0.05 Unseen data
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semantic segmentation. On the other hand, in this paper, the
label data were used as the training data along with the
LiDAR datasets while the orthoimages were used as ground
truth since we aim to generate orthoimages by training
LiDAR and label data using a GAN-based DL model.

2.4. Pix2Pix Model. GANs are algorithmic architectures that
are composed of two neural networks, pitting one against
the other to generate new synthetic instances of data that
can pass for real data. One neural network that is the gener-
ator produces new data instances while the other that is the
discriminator evaluates them for authenticity, i.e., the dis-
criminator decides whether each instance of data that it
reviews belongs to the actual training dataset or not [22].
The GAN models have been frequently used for image style
transfer through the mapping from an input image to an out-
put image. In particular, the Pix2Pix as a conditional GAN
(cGAN) is well suited for translating an input image into an

output image (i.e., image-to-image translation) [26]. The
Pix2Pix is effective for various tasks such as semantic seg-
mentation, generation of maps from aerial images, and color-
ization of B/W images [27]. As with most cGAN, Pix2Pix
also requires pairs of images for training models (i.e., one
for input and corresponding ground truth). The challenge
of the Pix2Pix is to create paired training datasets while the
CycleGANs utilize the unpaired datasets. However, if the dis-
tribution of the unpaired datasets of the CycleGANs is not
stable, appropriate results might not be created. To improve
the performance of the image-to-image transform, U-Net is
used in the Pix2Pix. The generator is based on the U-Net
architecture that has skip connection between each center
of the symmetric layers [28]. Each skipped connection con-
catenates channels from layer i with channels from layer
n – i, with n the total number of layers in the network.

In addition, Pix2Pix uses PatchGAN in the discriminator
that works on small patches of the input image. Then,

Overlapping
region between
LiDAR strips 

(a) (b)

Overlapping
region between
LiDAR strips 

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Resampling LiDAR data using IDW interpolation for Vaihingen datasets: (a) original LiDAR intensity; (b) resampled LiDAR
intensity; (c) original LiDAR 3D coordinates; (d) resampled LiDAR DSM.
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Figure 8: Partition of datasets with overlap for both length and width directions: (a) training datasets; (b) ground truth.
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averaging is performed to decide whether the entire image is
real or fake. The advantage of using PatchGAN is that the
discriminator captures high frequencies in the image by
straining the model to focus on the local image patches.
Therefore, the convolutional layer will only be receptive to
the pattern at the patch size [26, 29]. Both generator and dis-
criminator use modules of the form “convolution-batch
normalization-activation function.” The number of the con-
volution layers in the generator depends on the size of the
input images because the convolutions are performed up to
1 × 1 pixel image. The image size is reduced by half since
stride is 2 for pooling after convolution. For an example of
a 512 × 512 image (i.e., 29 × 29 pixels), nine convolution
layers are required. Figure 10 shows the Pix2Pix model and
workflow of the proposed method. Figures 11 and 12 show
the generator and discriminator of the Pix2Pix model,
respectively.

ReLU is the most commonly used activation function in
CNNs. Specifically, Pix2Pix utilizes the plane ReLU (see
Figure 13(a) and Equation (1)) in the encoder and the leaky
ReLU with slope 0.2 (see Figure 13(b) and Equation (2)) in
the decoder of the generator, while leaky ReLUs also with
slope 0.2 are used in the discriminator. It is known that using
leaky ReLU is beneficial because of fixing the dying ReLU
problem and speeding up the training [30, 31]:

ReLU : ϕ xð Þ =
0, for x ≤ 0,
x, for x > 0,

(
ð1Þ

Leaky ReLU : ϕ xð Þ =
ax, for x ≤ 0,
x, for x > 0,

(
ð2Þ

where a is usually a small constant value (e.g., a = 0:2).

2.5. Pix2Pix Model Training Strategies. The Vaihingen data-
sets were used for training, validation, and testing of the DL
models. The Potsdam datasets were used as unseen datasets
to evaluate the models trained with the Vaihingen datasets.
In order to analyze the performance of the DL models and
eventually to find the optimal case, we carried out intensive
experiments under various conditions in terms of the data
type, data combination, partitioned tile size, and overlap rate.
As for the label, each color of the original label images repre-
sents a specific land cover feature such as blue for buildings,
green for trees, cyan for low vegetation, yellow for cars, and
red for water bodies. The original color label images as well
as converted to B/W label images were used for training to
compare results from each label image (see Figure 14).

The training schemes were categorized based on the fol-
lowing cases (see Figure 15).

(1) Individual datasets: [intensity], [DSM], [color label],
and [B/W label]

(2) Combined datasets: [intensity+DSM], [intensity+B/W
label], [DSM+B/W label], and [intensity+DSM+B/W
label]

Partition without overlap Partition with 50% overlap

Partitioned data

Increment of partitioned data

Partition

artition without overlap Partition with 50% overlap

Partitioned data

Partition

Figure 9: Demonstration of dataset increment by partitioning with 50% overlap.
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(3) Tile size: 256 × 256, 512 × 512, and 1024 × 1024
(4) Overlap rate: 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80%

Analyzing a variety of the results through the intensive
experiments under the various conditions might be helpful
to determine the optimal case. The test data and unseen data
from the Vaihingen and Potsdam datasets, respectively, were
inputted into the trained models. The optimal trained models
would be used to the datasets from other areas (see
Figure 16).

2.6. Infrared Image to Natural Color Image Conversion. A
natural color (i.e., normal color) composite is an image dis-
playing a combination of the primary visible red (R), green
(G), and blue (B) components (or bands) to the correspond-
ing channels that resemble what humans observe. On the
other hand, an IR image is composed of the near-IR (NIR),
R, and G bands. Since the IR images are false color compos-
ites, it is often necessary to convert the IR images to natural
color images, so-called pseudonatural color images [32].
We performed the spectral conversion from IR to RGB color
image using a simple neural network. Each IR true ortho-
image from the test data of the Vaihingen area and unseen
data of the Potsdam area was converted to the natural color

images using a neural network model (see Figure 17) based
on the spectral conversion equations:

R
G
B

2
664

3
775 =

w11 w21 w31

w12 w22 w32

w13 w23 w33

2
664

3
775

NIR
R
G

2
664

3
775, ð3Þ

where ½R, G, B�T is output bands of a pseudonatural color
image and ½NIR, R, G�T is input bands of an IR image. wij

are weights of the spectral conversion matrix to be deter-
mined by training the neural network.

The target images (i.e., natural color images) for the color
conversion network training were taken from the aerial
imagery of Microsoft Bing Maps. In general, training of the
neural network model starts with random initial weights.
However, performance of the training would be improved
if reasonable initial weights are available. We adopted the
pseudo color conversion coefficients used in Satellite Pour
l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT) multispectral satellite
imagery as initial weights that are w11 = 0:1, w21 = 0:9,
w31 = 0:0,w12 = 0:3,w22 = 0:0,w32 = 0:7,w13 = 0:1,w23 = 0:1,
andw33 = 0:8. The sum of the weights for each raw should be

Output: Fake image 
(generated image)

LiDAR intensity

LiDAR DSM

Real image
(IR true orthoimage)

Generative 
network (G)

Discriminative 
network (D)

True 

Color conversion 
network

Fake

True/Fake?

Pix2Pix 

Label
Input: Partitioned training

datasets with overlap

Pseudo natural color
true orthoimage

Figure 10: Workflow of the proposed method for true orthoimage generation using the DL model.
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1 because the brightness of the images should not change.
The weights were updated through the backpropagation.

3. Results and Analysis

As described in the training strategy, experiments using dif-
ferent types of training datasets under various conditions

were conducted to generate true orthoimages and to analyze
performance of the DL models. The performance was evalu-
ated with plots of the loss for epoch and the Fréchet inception
distance (FID) and structural similarity index measure
(SSIM) that have been frequently used as evaluation mea-
sures of the GAN-based models [33–36]. FID is a metric to
assess the quality of the images created by the generator. It

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Batch norm
ReLU

Skip connection

Skip connection

Skip connection

Skip connection

Skip connection

Skip
connection

Encoder
Convolution, leaky ReLU, 
max pooling with stride = 2

Decoder
Upsampling, ReLU, 
batch normalization

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Batch norm
ReLU

Batch norm
ReLU

Batch norm
ReLU

Batch norm
ReLU

Batch norm
ReLU

Figure 11: Generative network of the Pix2Pix model.

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Leaky ReLU
Max pooling

Figure 12: Discriminative network of the Pix2Pix model.
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measures the distance between feature vectors calculated for
the generated images (i.e., fake images) and real images
(i.e., ground truth) based on the mean and covariance. A
lower FID indicates better quality of the generated image.
The SSIM is a perception-based method and has been used
for measuring the similarity between two images based on
an initial uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference.
The SSIM is also calculated using the mean and covariance as
FID. The maximum value of the SSIM is 1, which indicates
that the two images are perfectly structurally similar, while
a value of 0 indicates no structural similarity. However, ana-
lyzing or assessing the quality of images based on the statisti-

cal or quantitative metric might be insufficient since such
metrics represent overall quality without local details. There-
fore, we carried out visual inspection for each case.

Training of the Pix2Pix models was performed with a
maximum of 200 epochs. The learning rates were set to
0.0002 for the 1st to 100th epoch and then linearly decreased
up to 0.000002 after the 101st to 200th epoch. The loss graphs
for LiDAR intensity, LiDARDSM, and label image are shown
in Figure 18. The loss for each data rapidly decreased in the
early epochs. In our experiments, the overall losses showed
a similar pattern, i.e., the losses were getting stable and con-
verged after the 60th epoch.

xO

𝜙(x)

𝜙(x
) =

 x

𝜙(x) = O

(a)

x
O

𝜙(x)

𝜙(x
) =

 x

𝜙(x) = ax

(b)

Figure 13: Activation functions used in Pix2Pix: (a) ReLU; (b) leaky ReLU.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Label datasets: (a) color label; (b) B/W label.
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The loss graph in terms of the root mean squared error
(MSE) for the IR to natural color conversion is presented in
Figure 19.

The main purpose of the experiments is to determine the
optimal training condition by analyzing the influences of the
data characteristics, tile size and overlap of the data partition-
ing, and combinations of the different types of data for the
training. The results and analyses of the generated orthoi-
mages and pseudonatural color images for the test and
unseen datasets are presented in various aspects.

3.1. Results of True Orthoimage Generation for Test Datasets.
The first series of experiments is for examining the results
from training each data independently with fixed partitioned
tile size (256 × 256) and the overlap rate (50%) (see
Figures 20–23). Since the LiDAR intensity has low radiomet-
ric resolution and noisy stripe pattern, the result is not satis-
factory. Compared to the real true orthoimage (see
Figure 20(a)), it is difficult to distinguish between buildings
and trees (see Figure 20(b)). The result of the LiDAR DSM
is better than the result of the intensity because DSM con-
tains geometric information such as shape and surface slope
of the objects (see Figure 20(c)). The label is an image of
classified land cover features, and each class is represented
with an arbitrary color. The experiments were conducted
with color label (see Figure 21(b)) and B/W label (see

Figure 21(c)) to investigate the effect of the label color
scheme. The results show that there is no significant differ-
ence between color and B/W labels (see Experiments 1 to 4
in Table 2). The label has different characteristics from the
LiDAR intensity and DSM. The advantage of using the label
for training DL model is to produce clear and sharp bound-
aries of the buildings (see Figures 21(b) and 21(c)) while
LiDAR data does not produce clear boundaries due to resam-
pling (see Figures 20(b) and 20(c)).

The second series of experiments is for exploring the
effect of combining individual data. We carried out experi-
ments with all possible combinations of the datasets. Com-
bining LiDAR intensity and LiDAR DSM (see Figure 22(b))
shows improved results compared with LiDAR intensity only
(see Figure 20(b)). Combining LiDAR intensity and B/W
label (see Figure 22(c)) provided better results than combin-
ing LiDAR intensity and LiDAR DSM. Moreover, combining
LiDAR DSM and B/W label (see Figure 23(b)) resulted in
improved true orthoimages. In this case, the shape of the
roofs is identifiable, particularly the gable roofs.

Finally, all three data (i.e., LiDAR intensity, LiDAR DSM,
and B/W label) were combined (see Figure 23(c)). The result
was improved compared to combining LiDAR DSM and
B/W label (see Figure 23(b)). Therefore, combining all data-
sets brought synergistic effect to improve the performance of
the training. This fact is also shown in Table 2. Experiment 8,

Trained model 1
[Intensity]

256 × 256/50

Trained model category 1 Trained model category 2

Trained model category 3 Trained model category 4

Training datasets: Vaihingen

(i) LiDAR Intensity
(ii) LiDAR DSM
(iii) Color Label
(iv) B/W Label

Vaihingen test area

Potsdam unseen area

Trained model 2
[DSM]

256 × 256/50

Trained model 3
[Color Label]
256 × 256/50

Trained model 4
[B/W Label]
256 × 256/50

Trained model 10
[DSM]

512 × 512/50

Trained model 12
[DSM]

1024 × 1024/50

Trained model 5
[Intensity + DSM]

256 × 256/50

Trained model 6
[Intensity + B/W Label]

256 × 256/50

Trained model 7
[DSM + B/W Label]

256 × 256/50

Trained model 8
[Intensity + DSM + B/W Label]

256 × 256/50

Trained model 9
[DSM]

256 × 256/60

Trained model 11
[DSM]

512 × 512/70

Trained model 13
[DSM]

1024 × 1024/80

Generated IR
true orthoimages

Figure 15: True orthoimage generation for test and unseen datasets using trained models. The numbers in each trained model represent tile
size and overlap rate.
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Test datasets: Vaihingen
(i) LiDAR Intensity

+
(ii) LiDAR DSM

+
(iii) B/W Label

Optimal trained model for
Vaihingen

[Intensity + DSM + B/W Label]
256 × 256/80

True orthoimage

(a)

Unseen datasets: Potsdam

(i) Image matching DSM
+

(ii) B/W Label

True orthoimage

Optimal trained model for
Potsdam

[DSM + B/W Label]
256 × 256/80

(b)

Figure 16: True orthoimages from optimal trained models: (a) Vaihingen test datasets; (b) Potsdam unseen datasets.
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Figure 17: A neural network for IR to pseudonatural color image conversion.
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which is combining all datasets, provides the smallest FID
(i.e., 131.83) and the largest SSM (i.e., 0.0.434) among the
individual dataset training and the combining training cases
(see Experiments 1 to 8 in Table 2).

The third series of experiments is for comparing the
influence of the overlap in data partitioning. This experiment
was carried out using LiDARDSM. The results were analyzed

for 50% and 60% overlap with a fixed tile size of 256 × 256.
For the visual comparison of the results, the real true ortho-
image is provided in Figure 24(a). The larger overlap results
in dataset augmentation that is required for training DL
models. 60% overlap (see Figure 24(c)) provides better results
than 50% overlap (see Figure 24(b)). The roof shapes are
improved by increasing overlap. Experiment 2 (i.e., FID =
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Figure 18: Loss graphs of Pix2Pix model training: (a) LiDAR intensity; (b) LiDAR DSM; (c) label.
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231:74 and SSIM = 0:401) and Experiment 9 (i.e., FID =
197:63 and SSIM = 0:427) in Table 2 show that the larger
overlap provides better results. More experiments for the tile
size of 512 × 512 with 50% and 70% overlaps (see
Figures 25(b) and 25(c)) and for the file size of 1024 × 1024
with 50% and 80% overlaps (see Figures 26(b) and 26(c) were
performed. Similar results were obtained for all cases (see
FID and SSIM of Experiments 10 and 11 and Experiments
12 and 13 in Table 2).

The fourth series of experiments are aimed at finding the
optimal tile size. The real true orthoimages are shown in
Figures 25(a) and 26(a) to compare the results from the
experiments under different conditions. The results for dif-
ferent tile sizes are presented in Figures 20(c), 25(b), and
26(b) corresponding to the tile size of 256 × 256, 512 × 512,
and 1024 × 1024, respectively. The results look similar to
each other even though the tile size of 256 × 256 might be
the best one according to both FID (i.e., 231.74) and SSIM
(i.e., 0.401) in Table 2. On the other hand, FID and SSIM
for tile size of 512 × 512 are 316.40 and 0.388, respectively.
FID and SSIM for tile size of 1024 × 1024 are 400.89 and
0.363, respectively.

Based on the experiments considering various aspects
including tile size and overlap rate, characteristics of the
training datasets, quality evaluation metrics (i.e., FID and
SSIM), and visual inspection, using all data (LiDAR intensity,
LiDAR DSM, and B/W label) with 256 × 256 tile size and
80% overlap provided the best result with the smallest FID
(i.e., 117.67) and the largest SSIM (i.e., 0.505) (see
Figure 27(b) and Experiment 15 in Table 2). The second-
best result was obtained by combining DSM and B/W label
(see Experiment 14 in Table 2) with FID of 132.35 and SSIM
of 0.436, and this trained model was applied to the unseen
data of the Potsdam since the intensity data is not available
in the Potsdam datasets. Figure 28 represents Table 2 with
bar graphs for better analysis and interpretation of the
results.

Image quality evaluation considers various elements such
as color, tone, brightness, and contrast. Furthermore, evalua-
tion of the true orthoimages is a complicated issue because
assessment of the appropriate recovery of the occlusion areas
is essential. For this reason, the difference between the real

true and generated true orthoimages might be objective and
both quantitative and qualitative ways of evaluating orthoi-
mages. Figure 27 visualizes the difference between a real true
orthoimage and a generated true orthoimage of the test data-
sets. The darker areas in Figure 27(c) represent regions of sig-
nificant difference between the orthoimages, indicating that
the image is incorrectly generated, such as the color and the
tone of some buildings. In particular, the incorrectly gener-
ated regions are along the building boundaries due to the
interpolation for resampling of the LiDAR data. However,
there are limitations to evaluate the quality of the generated
image based on the difference since the disparity might not
reflect all factors of the image quality.

3.2. Results of True Orthoimage Generation for Unseen
Datasets. The results of the generated true orthoimages for
the Potsdam unseen datasets are presented in Figures 29–
34. The intensity data could not be used, and the image
matching DSM was used in lieu of the LiDAR DSM since
the LiDAR data is not available in Potsdam datasets. The
results of the unseen datasets were obtained by reusing the
pretrained models that were trained with Vaihingen training
datasets. In other words, neither training nor fine tuning of
the hyperparameters was performed to generate the true
orthoimage. Therefore, the quality of the results from unseen
datasets is not expected to be better than the case of the
test datasets. Analyses of the results from the unseen data-
sets might not be consistent with the results from the test
datasets because of the respective datasets belonging to dif-
ferent places with different characteristics such as image
tone, image scale, topology, and object shape. The series
of experiments for the unseen datasets are the same order
as the test datasets, i.e., analysis of the results from (1) the
use of each data independently, (2) combination of indi-
vidual data, (3) different overlap rates, and (4) different
tile sizes.

The result using DSM (see Figure 29(b)) was visually
better than using other data (i.e., color label and B/W label).
Also, both FID and SSIM indicate that using the DSM is bet-
ter than using the other data. The smallest FID (i.e., 451.39)
and the largest SSIM (i.e., 0.375) were obtained from DSM
(see Experiments 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3). In addition, using
the combined dataset of DSM and B/W label did not
improve the results (see Figure 30(c) and Experiment 4 in
Table 3).

As for the influence of the overlap, we compared the
overlap rates between 50% and 60% with tile size of 256 ×
256 (see Figures 31(b) and 31(c) and Experiments 1 and 5
in Table 3) for DSM. Even though it is not easy to tell the
difference between the results according to the FID and
SSIM, 60% overlap resulted in more or less clear edges of
the buildings than 50% overlap by visual inspection. Similar
results were obtained for the overlap rates between 50%
and 70% with tile size of 512 × 512 (see Figures 32(b) and
32(c) and Experiments 6 and 7 in Table 2). However, for
the case of overlap rates of 50% and 80% with tile size of
1024 × 1024, 80% overlap produced better results than
50% overlap (see Figures 33(b) and 33(c) and Experiments
8 and 9 in Table 2).

0 25 50 75 100
Epoch

0.002

0.001

0.000

M
SE

Figure 19: Loss graph of the color conversion network model.
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The best result was obtained from the model trained
using all of the data (i.e., LiDAR intensity, LiDAR DSM,
and B/W label) of the Vaihingen datasets with 256 × 256
and 80% overlap. Nevertheless, this trained model could

not be applied to the unseen data because Potsdam datasets
do not include LiDAR data. Therefore, the model trained
using image matching DSM and B/W label, which is the
second-best case of the experiments (see Experiment 14 in

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR intensity; (c) LiDAR
DSM.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) color label; (c) B/W label.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 22: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR intensity and LiDAR
DSM; (c) LiDAR intensity and B/W label.
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Table 2), was applied to the unseen data. As portrayed in
Table 3, the smallest FID and SSIM values of 373.03 and
0.387, respectively, were produced in Experiment 10 which
corresponds to the approach that produced the best outcome.
The result is shown in Figure 34(b), and the difference
between the real true orthoimage and generated true ortho-
image is visualized (see Figure 34(c)). Figure 35 represents
Table 3 with bar graphs.

3.3. Results of Pseudocolor Image Generation. Conversion of
the IR image to the pseudonatural image depends mostly
on the target image used as ground truth such as time (or sea-
son), illumination condition, and camera characteristics.
Since IR is beyond the visible spectrum, CIR images are dis-
played as the false color composite. The invisible NIR light of
CIR can be visible by shifting the NIR light and the primary

colors over. NIR wavelengths become visible as red while
red wavelengths appear as green and green as blue. Blue
wavelengths are shifted out of the visible portion of the spec-
trum, and so they appear as black. Most of the vegetation
appears red while water generally appears black with artificial
structures like buildings and roads showing as a light blue-
green on the CIR images.

We carried out the color conversion using a neural net-
work by training natural color images. The results of the test
and unseen images are shown in Figures 36 and 37, respec-
tively. The initial and final weights after training the neural
networks are presented in Table 4. Regardless, the results of
the pseudocolor images might not be the same as the natural
color image of the primary visible red, green, and blue. In
addition, various color schemes could be utilized by applying
different weight constraints of the neural network model.

Table 2: Evaluation of training performance for Vaihingen test datasets.

Experiment Training data type Tile size (pixel) Overlap (%) FID SSIM

1 Intensity 256 × 256 50 353.18 0.371

2 DSM 256 × 256 50 231.74 0.401

3 Color label 256 × 256 50 222.51 0.379

4 B/W label 256 × 256 50 194.76 0.383

5 Intensity+DSM 256 × 256 50 250.44 0.396

6 Intensity+B/W label 256 × 256 50 218.01 0.421

7 DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 50 214.77 0.431

8 Intensity+DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 50 131.81 0.434

9 DSM 256 × 256 60 197.63 0.427

10 DSM 512 × 512 50 258.59 0.395

11 DSM 512 × 512 70 174.79 0.406

12 DSM 1024 × 1024 50 369.21 0.368

13 DSM 1024 × 1024 80 148.41 0.377

14 DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 80 132.35 0.436

15 Intensity+DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 80 117.67 0.505

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 23: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR DSM and B/W label; (c)
LiDAR intensity; LiDAR DSM and B/W label.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 24: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% and 60% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDARDSMwith 50%
overlap; (c) LiDAR DSM with 60% overlap.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 25: Generated true orthoimages with 512 × 512 tile size and 50% and 70% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDARDSMwith 50%
overlap; (c) LiDAR DSM with 70% overlap.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 26: Generated true orthoimages with 1024 × 1024 tile size and 50% and 80% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR DSM with
50% overlap; (c) LiDAR DSM with 80% overlap.
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4. Conclusions and Discussions

Demand for true orthoimages is increasing since true orthoi-
mages are important and useful products in the geospatial
information system. However, generating true orthoimages
is a challenging task using the conventional methods due to
the complicated procedures involved in the process such as
occlusion detection and recovery. This paper proposed a
DL method for true orthoimage generation by utilizing the
GAN-based Pix2Pix model. The crucial issues in DL are to
improve the training efficiency and performance. The impor-
tant factors in DL are characteristics, quantity, and quality of
the training data. In this regard, the LiDAR data is one of the

most essential data because LiDAR data provides precisely
georeferenced 3D coordinates and intensity information
based on the orthogonal projection. Therefore, both geomet-
ric and physical information could be utilized to improve the
performance of the DL model training especially for generat-
ing true orthoimages. Intensive and systematic experiments
were performed to find the optimal condition of the training
datasets to generate true orthoimages including data parti-
tion size, overlap, and integration of multimodal data (i.e.,
LiDAR intensity, DSM, and label).

In order to train the CNN-based DL models such as
GAN, the LiDAR data is to be resampled by interpolation.
However, the boundaries of the building (i.e., break lines or

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 27: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 80% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) LiDAR intensity, LiDAR DSM,
and B/W label; (c) difference image between (a) and (b).
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Figure 28: FID and SSIM of Vaihingen test datasets.
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form lines) are not preserved due to the interpolation. In this
regard, we carried out several experiments with different
combinations of the training datasets to examine the contri-

bution of each individual data. We concluded that the label
contributes to preserving the boundaries of the objects.
Therefore, combination of the multimodel datasets having

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 29: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) image matching DSM; (c) color
label.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 30: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) B/W label; (c) image matching
DSM and B/W label.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 31: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 50% and 60% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) image matching DSM
with 50% overlap; (c) image matching DSM with 60% overlap.
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different characteristics could result in mutual compensation
of each individual data. In consequence, the synergistic effect
during training DL models could be achieved.

Human beings have the ability to integrate various infor-
mation to improve the learning process and the training per-
formance on numerous applications. The same concept

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 32: Generated true orthoimages with 512 × 512 tile size and 50% and 70% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) image matching DSM
with 50% overlap; (c) image matching DSM with 70% overlap.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 33: Generated true orthoimages with 1024 × 1024 tile size and 50% and 80% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) image matching
DSM with 50% overlap; (c) image matching DSM with 80% overlap.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 34: Generated true orthoimages with 256 × 256 tile size and 80% overlap: (a) real true orthoimage; (b) image matching DSM and B/W
label; (c) difference image between (a) and (b).
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could be applicable to DL. The major problem of the DL is
data dependency. In other words, the results generated from
the same DL model would be different even if the same train-
ing data is used. In this matter, various experiments were per-
formed to provide trained models with different settings of
the training datasets which could be provided including dif-
ferent tile sizes with overlap rates and different combinations
of the datasets. It is obvious that the partitioning with overlap
of the training datasets is beneficial because increasing the
number of the datasets and diversity is desirable for training
DL models. Also, training with multimodal datasets could
provide improved results due to synergistic effect of each
data. However, determining the optimal condition is not a

trivial task. Based on the experiments with the specific data-
set used in this paper, the case of using smaller tile size with
higher overlap rate and combining all data results in the best
training performance.

In most cases, labels are essential in DL. Sometimes, the
labels are not available and intensive work such as manual
screen digitizing of the orthoimages is required to obtain
the label information. However, the labels could be created
efficiently using the digital vector maps as shown in
Figure 38. Since the digital maps are composed of classified
layers, various labels could be created by selecting appropri-
ate layers for specific purposes. Different colors of the fea-
tures can be assigned to the label.

Table 3: Evaluation of training performance for Potsdam unseen datasets.

Experiment Training data type Tile size (pixel) Overlap (%) FID SSIM

1 DSM 256 × 256 50 451.39 0.375

2 Color label 256 × 256 50 510.94 0.352

3 B/W label 256 × 256 50 515.57 0.363

4 DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 50 519.37 0.384

5 DSM 256 × 256 60 515.69 0.377

6 DSM 512 × 512 50 498.72 0.368

7 DSM 512 × 512 70 442.75 0.377

8 DSM 1024 × 1024 50 526.68 0.346

9 DSM 1024 × 1024 80 492.61 0.370

10 DSM+B/W label 256 × 256 80 373.03 0.387
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(a) (b)

Figure 36: IR to natural color conversion of generated true orthoimage of test data: (a) IR true orthoimage; (b) pseudonatural color.

(a) (b)

Figure 37: IR to natural color conversion of generated true orthoimage of unseen data: (a) IR true orthoimage; (b) pseudonatural color.

Table 4: Initial and final weights of spectral conversion matrix.

Spectral weights Initial weights Final weights after training Learning rate Epoch

w11 w21 w31

w12 w22 w32

w13 w23 w33

2
664

3
775

0:1 0:9 0:0
0:3 0:0 0:7
0:1 0:1 0:8

2
664

3
775

0:078 0:887 −0:013
0:239 −0:041 0:659
0:040 0:059 0:759

2
664

3
775 0.1 100

(a) (b)

Figure 38: Example of label created from digital vector map: (a) building, road, and vegetation layer of digital map; (b) label.
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The ultimate goal of DL is that the trained models are to
be applicable to other datasets (i.e., unseen or new datasets)
that are not involved in the model training. Unfortunately,
use of the trained or pretrained models might be limited to
the specific datasets that have similar properties to the train-
ing datasets. Therefore, various trained models to generate
true orthoimages with multimodal datasets that take into
account the regional and topographic properties could be
more useful. In this matter, this paper might contribute to
some strategies to improve the performance of the DL by
providing an appropriate form of the training datasets.
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